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Be Air Aware: An Air Pollution Education
Program for Non-Formal Educators
About the Program

Standards

Take a look around you. All that empty space is
filled with something vital to your existence. Air!
Clean air is as necessary for life as clean water,
but students typically don’t think about the
invisible ocean of air that surrounds them.
Neither do they think about harmful substances
that are added to our air every day. Daily
activities like turning on lights or driving a car
create air pollution, which can be harmful to our
health.

K-2, Science, Strand 1, Concept 2
PO 2. Participate in guided investigations in
life, physical, and Earth and space sciences.

Children are especially sensitive to the damaging
effects of air pollution because their lungs are
still developing. When children are active
outdoors, they breathe faster and take in more
air. If the air is polluted, they will take in more
pollution as well. The purpose of this unit is to
educate students and their families about the
importance of clean air, and to encourage them
to take simple actions that will help improve
local air quality so we can all live, work, and play
in a healthy environment.

Grade 2, Social Studies Strand 4, Concept 5
PO 1. Identify ways (e.g. agriculture,
structures, roads) in which humans depend
upon, adapt to and impact the earth.

Kindergarten, Science, Strand 4, Concept 3
PO 2. Identify that plants and animals need the
following to grow and survive: food, water, air
and space.
Grade 1, Science, Strand 6, Concept 1
PO 4. Identify the following as being natural
resources: air, water, soil, trees and wildlife.

Grade 3, Science, Strand 3, Concept 1
PO 2. Describe the beneficial and harmful
impacts of natural events and human activities
on the environment.
Grade 3, Social Studies, Strand 4, Concept 5
PO 1. Identify ways in which humans depend
upon, adapt to, and impact the earth.
Grade 4, Science, Strand 4, Concept 3
PO 1. Describe ways various resources (e.g., air,
water, plants, animals, soil) are utilized to meet
the needs of a population.

Created by the Maricopa County Air Quality
Department, Be Air Aware: An Air Pollution
Education Program, provides non-formal
educators with three engaging, hands-on
lessons designed to teach students in
Kindergarten through fifth grade about the
importance of clean air. The unit is built around
the big idea that our actions impact air quality in
both positive and negative ways.

Developed by
Katrece Swenson
Jenny Frank

Grade 4, Science, Strand 3, Concept 2
PO 2. Describe benefits (e.g., easy
communications, rapid transportation) and
risks (e.g., pollution, destruction of natural
resources) related to the use of technology.
Grade 3-5, AZCCRS, ELA, 3.SL.1, 4.SL.1,
5.SL.1
Engage effectively in a range of collaborative
discussions (one-on-one, in groups, and
teacher-led) with diverse partners, building on
others’ ideas and expressing their own clearly.
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Program Name/School: _______________________________

Delivery Date: ________________________________________

Activity Material List
Activity

Quantity
received

Re-usable tote

1.1

1

Re-sealable plastic bag

1.1

1

1.1 and 1.2

1

Item

Notes

Lesson 1

Empty water bottle
Timer

1.2

Not provided

Tape

1.3

Not provided

Lung pattern directions

1.3

2 laminated copies provided

Lung patterns

1.3

Copies provided, 1 for each student

Flexible straws

1.3

2 for each student

Sandwich size plastic bags

1.3

2 for each student

Scissors

1.3

Not provided

Lesson 2
Plastic deli containers

2.1

2

“Air Pollutants”

2.1

Pictures of Phoenix

2.1

White stickers

2.3

1 for each student

String

2.3

1 piece for each student

Particle collector patterns

2.3

Copies provided, 1 for each student

Word search page

3.1

Copies not provided

“A Wacky Tale” page

3.1

Copies not provided

Coloring page

3.1

Copies not provided

Coloring utensils

3.1

Not provided

Pencil/writing utensils

3.1

Not provided

Gus and Friends board game

3.2

2 game boards

Character game pieces

3.2

2 sets, 8 pieces per set

Board game spinner

3.2

2 spinners

Memory game cards

3.3

2 sets, 40 cards per set

2oz. cup of each Pepper, cinnamon, orange drink mix , purple
type
drink mix
2

Lesson 3

23

Material Information
These materials have been provided to your program at no cost. In return, we would like to
know how many students at your site participated in the air quality activities.
At the conclusion of your program, please count and return all reusable and any unused
consumable items to the Maricopa County Air Quality Dept. (See the tables below.)
Contact Education Outreach Coordinator, Jenny.Frank@maricopa.gov, to schedule a resource
kit pick-up and to report your student numbers.

Reusable Items
1 Tote bag

2 Game boards

1 Lesson plan notebook

2 Sets of game pieces

1 Empty water bottle

2 Board game spinners

2 Plastic deli containers

2 Sets of Memory game cards

2 Pictures of Phoenix

2 Sets of game directions

4 Two oz. cups with lids

2 Lung pattern directions

Consumable Items
Re-sealable plastic bag

String

White stickers

Particle collector patterns

Lung model patterns

Word Search pages

Flexible straws

Coloring pages

Sandwich size plastic bags

“ A Wacky Tale” pages

“Air Pollutants”
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Program Name: _______________________________

Student Name: ________________________________________

Pre and Post Assessment (Circle One)
1. Where does air go when you breathe it into your body? _______________________
2. Which of these cause air pollution? Circle your answers.

3. Write YES next to the statements that are true.

_______ Air is everywhere and all around us.
_______ There is nothing I can do to help keep the air clean.
_______ Air pollution can make people sick.
_______ I can help keep the air clean by riding my bike or walking to school.
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Program Name: _______________________________

Student Name: ________________________________________

Pre and Post Assessment (Answer Key)
1. Where does air go when you breathe it into your body? _____Lungs____
2. Which of these cause air pollution? Circle your answers.

3. Write YES next to the statements that are true.

_YES_ Air is everywhere and all around us.
_______ There is nothing I can do to help keep the air clean.

_YES_ Air pollution can make people sick.
_YES_

I can help keep the air clean by riding my bike or walking to school.
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Lesson One: Just Breathe

Lesson One: Just Breathe!
Goals

Time Required
30-40 minutes

Students will learn that air is all around them and takes up
space. Students will create a lung model to demonstrate how
humans breathe.

Materials
Provided in Kit
 Empty water bottle
 One re-sealable plastic bag

Not Provided in Kit
 Timer (clock or cell phone timer

will work)

 Lung pattern, one for each student

 Scissors

 Flexible straws, two for each student

 Tape

 Sandwich size plastic bags, two for

each student

 Tote bag

Activity Prep
1. Collect the materials not provided in the kit: timer, scissors and tape.
2. Ensure there are enough lung pattern, flexible straws and sandwich size plastic bags for all
students. You may wish to make additional copies of the lung pattern directions found on
page nine.

3. Place the “empty” water bottle inside the re-usable tote bag so that students cannot see it.
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Lesson One: Just Breathe

Activity 1.1
1. Tell students: I’ve brought in a mystery for you to solve. Inside my bag is a
bottle that is filled with something. I’d like for you to try and figure out what is in
the “Mystery Bottle.” Allow students to ask questions about the contents of the
bottle and share their ideas.
2. Tell students: When scientists have a problem or a mystery they need to solve,
they will gather more information or look for clues to help them. Here are some
clues that might help you: Inside the bottle is something you need to live, in fact
you would die without it. Plants and other animals need it too. It’s found
everywhere on Earth. Allow students to guess what is in the bottle.
3. Tell students you are going to show them the bottle. Remove the bottle from
the bag and ask students to describe what they see in the bottle. If students say
there is nothing in the bottle, ask them why they think there is nothing in the
bottle. Students may respond they can’t see anything in the bottle, so it must be
empty. Challenge the class by asking, “Could the substance in the bottle be
invisible?” Give students time to consider and discuss this possibility.

4. Once students agree the bottle might indeed contain something invisible,
remind them of the clues you gave earlier. Guide the discussion so students
suggest the bottle is filled with air, which is invisible.
5. Tell students: Some of you have suggested the bottle might be filled with air.
Since air is invisible, and we normally can’t see it, we are going to do an activity to
see if we can prove air can take up space.
6. Use the re-sealable plastic bag provided in the resource kit. Blow the bag up
like you would a balloon and zip the opening of the bag shut to trap the air
inside.
7. Ask students: Is the bag empty now? What is trapped in my bag? Students
should respond with air. Tell students: Air is all around us and air actually takes
up space. Air will take the shape of whatever container it is in. Right now it is the
shape of my plastic bag.
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Lesson One: Just Breathe

Activity 1.2
1. Ask students: Did you know you have air inside your body? Tell students: Every time you take a
breath, air enters your body through your nose and travels down the trachea to your lungs. You do this
all day and all night, even when you are sleeping. That’s a lot of breathing! Ask students: How often do
you think about breathing? Typically, students will say they rarely or never think about breathing.
2. Tell students: Much like the plastic bag I inflated, our lungs expand with every breath of air we take.
We are going to breathe normally for one minute. During that minute, I want you to count the number
of times you inhale, or breathe in. Start a timer (not included) for 60 seconds.
One 50-minute period.

3. Ask students: How many breaths did you take? Allow students to share out. In just 60 seconds you
take in a lot of breaths! If we were able to bottle up the air you just breathed into your bodies in 60
seconds, and measure it by volume, how many water bottles worth of air do you think you breathed in?
Show students the water bottle from Activity 1.1 and tell them on average they breathe in 16 -20
bottles of air in one minute.

4. Tell students: Wow! We breathe in a lot of air! Air is really important for people, and you don’t even
have to think about breathing in order to do it. Next we’re going to do an activity to demonstrate what
actually happens in your body when you breathe.

Activity 1.3
1.Pass out a lung pattern, two straws, two plastic bags, and scissors (not
included) to each student. You will also want to ensure you have tape available
(not included) for step 3. A few copies of the directions have been included in the
resource kit. You may wish to pass these out to groups of students to share.
2. Students will cut out the lungs, lips and nose.
3. Students will then tape the two straws together with the flexible end of
the straws pointing down.

4. Next students will bunch up the open end of the plastic bag and tape it to
the flexible end of the straw. Make sure the bag is completely sealed with
tape so no air escapes. Repeat with the other bag and straw.
5. Use three pieces of tapes to create tape loops. Use the three tape loops to
secure the nose, lips, and lungs to the straws.
6. Blow into the top of straws and watch the “lungs” expand to demonstrate
inhaling and exhaling.
Note: If the bags do not expand, check to make sure the bag is fully sealed with
tape.
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Lesson One: Just Breathe

Activity 1.3 Lung Pattern Directions
1. Cut out the lungs, lips, and
nose.

4. Create “tape loops”. Use
the tape loops to secure the
nose, lips, and lungs to the
straws.

2. Tape two straws
together with the flexible
end of the straws pointing
down.

3. Tape a plastic bag to the
flexible end of each straw.
Make sure the bags are
completely sealed with tape
so no air escapes!

5. Blow into the top of the
lungs and watch the “lungs”
expand to inhale and
exhale.

Note: If the bags do not
expand, check to make sure
the bags are fully sealed
with tape.
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Lesson One: Just Breathe

Activity 1.3 Lung Diagram
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Lesson 2

Lesson Two: A Recipe for Air Pollution

Lesson Two: A Recipe for Air Pollution
Time Required

Goals
Students will learn what air pollution is and where it comes from
using water and household ingredients to model common air
pollutants. Students will make a particle collector to take home
and test the air for particle pollution.

30-40 minutes

Materials
Provided in Kit

Not Provided in Kit

 Two plastic deli containers

 Water to fill plastic deli containers

 Four 2 oz. cups of “Air Pollutants”

 Scissors

-Pepper, cinnamon, orange drink mix, purple
drink mix

 Single hole punch

 Picture of Phoenix on a good air quality day

 Picture of Phoenix on a bad air quality day
 White stickers, one for each student
 String, one piece for each student

 Particle collector pattern, one for each student

Activity Prep
1. Collect the materials not provided in the kit: scissors and single hole punch.
2. Ensure there are enough particle collector patterns and pieces of string for all students.
3. Fill the two plastic deli containers about 3/4 full. Place the containers in view of all of the
students.

4. Collect the 2 oz. cups of black pepper, cinnamon, orange drink mix and purple drink mix.
Place them next to the deli containers.
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Lesson Two: A Recipe for Air Pollution

Activity 2.1
1. Tell Students: Previously, you created a model of the lungs. We also learned how air takes up
space and is really important for us even though we don’t always think about it. In fact, most
people don’t think about breathing unless they are having trouble breathing.
2. Tell students: Some of our daily activities can put bad stuff into the Time
air called
pollution. Air
Required
Pollution is anything in the air that can harm people, animals, or the environment and it can make
it hard for people to breathe.
One 50-minute period.
3. Show students the picture of Phoenix on a low pollution day, then show students the picture
on Phoenix on a high pollution day. Students may say that the air looks “cloudy” or “foggy.” Tell
students that is not clouds or fog, that is what air pollution looks like when it gets really bad.
4. Ask students: Can you think of activities that you or your families do that might pollute the
air? Possible responses may include: driving, burning wood, using a leaf blower. If students don’t
have any air pollution background, they may not have any responses. If that case, move onto the
activity.
5. Show students the containers of water and tell them: Both containers of water represent clean
air. What do you notice about them? Possible responses may include the water is clear, it is
colorless, you can see through the water, etc.
6. Ask students: What do you think will happen to the water in container number two if we add
things to it? Give students time to think and respond to the question.
7. Tell students: We are going to use water to represent air and see what happens when we add
“pollutants” to one of the containers.

8. Ask students: Raise your hand if you have ever ridden an off-road vehicle such as a quad,
driven on a dirt road, or have ever seen your parents use a leaf blower? Allow a few seconds for
students to raise their hands. Tell Students: These activities can add a lot of dust and tiny
particles of dirt into the air. Dust is a type of air pollution. Let’s add some “dust” to container
number two.
10. Choose a student volunteer to add “dust” (pepper) into container number two.

11. Ask students: How does the air look with dust in it? Allow students to respond.
12. Ask students: Do any of you have a fireplace at home or have your parents ever built a fire in
a fire pit outside? What do fires put into the air? Students should identify that fires produce smoke,
which pollutes the air.
13. Tell students: Fires pollute the air in two ways. Fires put smoke in the air, which you can
usually see and smell. Fires also put soot in the air. Soot is made of little tiny particles of things
that didn’t completely burn up in the fire.
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Lesson Two: A Recipe for Air Pollution

Activity 2.1 (Continued)
14. Choose a student volunteer to add “smoke” (cinnamon) to container number two.
15. Ask students: How does the air look with dust and smoke in it? Allow students to respond.
16. Ask students: How many of you rode to school today in a car or a school bus?
Ask students: What makes your car go or move? Students should be able to tell you cars need gas
to move. Have you ever seen something that looks like smoke coming out of the tailpipe of a car?
That smoke is called car exhaust and it happens when the engine of your car burns gasoline. Car
exhaust goes into the air. Car exhaust is made up of lots of chemicals and particles.
17. Choose a student volunteer to add “car exhaust” (orange drink mix) to container number two.
Ask students: How does the air look with dust, smoke, and car exhaust in it? Allow students to
respond.
18. Ask students: How many of you used electricity today? Allow students to raise hands. It looks
like everyone has used electricity today. In fact, we are using it right now! Did you know, some of the
power plants that make electricity, burn coal and natural gas? This process makes lots of chemicals
that go into the air.

19. Choose a student volunteer to add “factory pollution” (purple drink mix) to container number
two.
20. Ask students: How does the air look with dust, smoke, car exhaust, and factory pollution in it?
Allow students to respond.
21. Show students both containers. Ask students: Would you want to drink the polluted water in
container number two? Tell them when we breathe air that is polluted, we breathe in all of the
pollution ingredients we put into the air.
22. Tell students: Breathing in pollution is bad for everyone. It can cause people to feel out of
breath or make them cough a lot. Some people may feel like their chest is really tight and they can’t
breathe. Ask students to raise their hand if they know someone who has asthma. Typically, most
students will raise their hands.
23. Tell students: Although breathing in polluted air is bad for everyone, it can be especially bad
for people with asthma. On these days people with asthma may need to stay inside, or use their
inhaler to avoid an asthma attack.
24. Discuss how everyone engages in activities that create air pollution, but we all need to do our
part to help keep our air clean so that everyone can breathe easily.
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Lesson Two: A Recipe for Air Pollution

Activity 2.2
For this activity, students will act out becoming a dust particle. Follow the script below to walk
students through the procedure.
1. To begin, tell students: You all are about to become dust particles! Dust starts out on the ground,
so I need everyone to crouch down on the ground as if you were a single piece of dust laying on the
ground.

Time Required

2. Tell students: A dirt bike just zoomed past you on a dirt road sending you up into the air! Instruct
students to slowly stand up as the they are being lifted into the air.
3. Tell students: Dust particles are so tiny they float in the air and don’t fall back to the ground right
away. Have students begin to slowly “float” or walk around the room.

4. Tell students: You begin to float past a neighborhood and someone is using a leaf blower causing
you to blow all around! Have students wave their hands in the air as they continue to float around the
room.
5. Tell students: Oh no! Here comes a BIG gust of wind! It is blowing the dust in every direction.
Have students slowly spin in circles.
6. Tell students: Suddenly the wind stops! Have students freeze and then slowly float back down to
the ground. As the students calm back down, ask them if they landed in the same place they
started. Talk about how dust can float for thousands of miles before landing again. That’s why it is
so important to try to keep dust out of the air in the first place!
7. After the students have all floated back to the ground pretend to spray them with water. Tell
students adding water on dirt is one way to help the dust stay on the ground where it belongs.

Activity 2.3
Students will make a particle pollution collector that they will use to see if they can “catch”
pollution. To begin, give every student a particle collector pattern, scissors, and a piece of string.
1. Students will cut out the collector. Ensure students also cut out the middle square so there is a
“hole” in the middle of the collector.
2. Cover the back of the window with the white sticker. The sticky side of the sticker will face up and
out. Younger students may need help with this. Remind students not to touch the sticky part of the
sticker!
3. Punch a hole at the top of collector. It may be easiest for adults to go around and help with this
step.

4. Tie a piece of string through the hole at the top.
5. Discuss with students good locations to hang up the collectors, either at the school or at home.
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Lesson Two: A Recipe For Air Pollution

Make Your Own Particle Pollution
Collector!

Cut a collector from the pattern.
Cut a window in the middle of the
collector.
Cover the back of the window with a white
sticker.

The sticky side will face up and out.

Hint: Don’t touch the sticky part!

Punch a hole at the top of the collector.

Tie a piece of string or ribbon through the
hole at the top.

Choose a location and hang up your
collector.
Wait a few days. Take your collector
down. Inspect it with a magnifier.
What do you observe? What’s in YOUR
air?

Name
Date
Location

Cut a window
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Lesson Three: Keeping it Clean!

Lesson Three: Keeping it Clean!
Time Required

Goals

30-40 minutes

Students will learn simple actions they can take with their
families to help keep our air clean.

Materials
Not Provided in Kit

Provided in Kit
 2 Game boards (Station 2)

 Coloring utensils (station 1)

 2 sets of Character game pieces (Station 2)



Pencil/writing utensils (station 1)

 Word Search pages (Station 1)

 2 Spinners (Station 2)

 “A Wacky Tale” pages (Station 1)

 2 sets of Board game directions (Station 2)

 Coloring pages (Station 1)

 2 sets of Memory game cards (Station 3)
 2 sets of Memory Game directions (Station

3)

Activity Prep
1. Collect the materials not provided in the kit: coloring utensils, pencil/writing utensils, scissors.
Make copies of the Word Search page, “A Wacky Tale” page, and the Coloring page.
2. Arrange tables and chairs to set up three stations that students will rotate through.
- At station 1, place Word Search pages, “A Wacky Tale” pages , Coloring pages, coloring
utensils, and pencil/writing utensils.
- At station 2, place the board game directions, the game boards, character game pieces,
and spinners.
-At station 3, place the Memory cards face down on the table. Set out the Memory Game
directions.
3. Assign one adult to each station to assist students.
4. Optional: Write student names on the Clean Air Champion Awards.
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Lesson Three: Keeping it Clean!

Introduction
1. Remind students of the previous lessons. Ask students where they put their particle pollution
catcher, and if they “caught” any pollution on it. Allow students to share what they found.
2. Divide students into three groups and tell them they will rotate through three air quality stations,
to learn how they can help keep our air clean. (Students will spend approximately 10-15 minutes at
each station.)

Time Required

Activity 3.1 - Activity Choice
1. Students will choose the Word Search,
Wacky Tale, or Coloring page to complete.
2. Students may choose a second activity if
they finish the first one.

Activity 3.2 - Board Game
1. Divide students into groups and give each student a character
game piece.

2. Review the Gus and Friends Game Directions with the students.
(Game directions are included with the game board.)
3. Play the game until a student reaches the Finish circle.

Activity 3.3 - Memory Game
1. Divide the students into groups to play the Memory game.
Groups of about 3-5 students is ideal. (See the Memory game
directions for set up.)
2. Review the Memory game directions with the students and play
the game until all cards have been matched.

Wrap-Up
At the end the third lesson distribute the Clean Air Champion Awards and congratulate students on
becoming Clean Air Champions! Tell students that as Clean Air Champions they can take action to
reduce air pollution, and teach others about the importance of clean air.
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ANSWER KEY
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Clean Air Champion Award

Name

Take action to stop air pollution!
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